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Ne’ilah
Placid in the Face of Peril
The group set out for the border.
The arrangements had been made months in advance. Having just purchased a horde of merchandise, the budding entrepreneur knew that he stood to make a nice profit. But
the prospect of the small fortune in taxes to be levied at the
border-crossing weighed heavily upon him. That’s when he
decided to take drastic action: he would run the border.
To do so, he made contact with an expert wagon driver, one
who knew all the twists and turns of the region — and the
best ways to evade the border agents. Obviously, avoiding
detection was top priority. And so the two planned to stage
their journey on a long, dark night.
As the day of departure drew closer, the merchant began to
worry. Discovery would entail a lot more than just paying
taxes; all possessions would be confiscated, and the evaders
would be jailed, banished — or worse. One month before
the scheduled date, he was fraught with anxiety and could
no longer sleep peacefully at night. As the days would draw
on, he was more and more preoccupied with thoughts of
improving the plan and the consequences of failure. In contrast, however, the expert wagon driver retained his composure. Confident in his horsemanship and thorough knowledge of the terrain, he was relatively unconcerned with the
prospect of apprehension.

losing sleep. The merchant, of course, was in doubly-worse
shape. Having long given up on being able to sleep, he now
could hardly get down any food... Only the wagon-driver’s
assistant remained unconcerned at this point. He usually
didn’t bother thinking about his assignment until the day
arrived, at which point he merely followed his superior’s
instructions.
The appointed time finally arrived. As the three set out on
their journey, the fear was palpable. Even the simple assistant was quaking visibly. And as the company neared the
fateful spot of the actual border — where the true danger
lurked — the trio was almost senseless in their trepidation.
Suddenly, the unthinkable happened — they were discovered! “Halt!” cried harsh voices. A flurry of movement, the
appearance of soldiers — the company was stopped. The assistant’s body shook violently. The face of the wagon driver
was white as a sheet. And the merchant himself collapsed on
the spot in a dead, frightful faint.
Of the members of the ill-fated group, there remained two,
however, who showed no signs of anguish. On the contrary;
the pair seemed perfectly content, unfazed by the armed policemen who had halted the group’s progress at gunpoint.
For the two horses who had been pulling the wagon were
blissfully unaware that anything untoward was amiss. Now
that they had stopped, they could rest and munch some grass.

But as the appointed time drew ever nearer, even the driver
began to get nervous; what would happen if... on that offchance... they would be caught? Everyone knew the harshness with which violators were treated. And so, one week
before the attempted crossing, even the wagon driver was

This is how R’ Chaim Soloveitchik characterized the various responses to the pending Days of Judgment. There are
those yidden who grasp the seriousness of the season and
begin their preparations of prayer and repentance immediately with the onset of the month of Elul. Others do not become attuned to the fact that their lives and the lives of their
families are on the line until the day before or the day of
Rosh Hashanah; still others put things off until the advent of
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